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This thesis argues a case for focusing command and control efforts more towards
conflict deterrence vice conflict resolution and proposes a conceptual design for a
command and control system to accomplish this paradigm shift. It also addresses the
issue of shortening the Observe, Orient, Decide, Act (OODA) Loop of a decision-maker
to enhance control while disrupting an adversary's control of a situation. Accomplishing
these goals requires some method to handle the overabundance of data available for
processing and analysis.
The proposed system would use advanced, but existing, information technology,
incorporating cybernetic models, to enhance a decision-maker's control process. It does
this by collecting, processing, and fusing all-source data for presentation to a decision-
maker. Natural Language Processors categorize, filter, and fuse relevant data while
advanced visualization engines display that data in a way that improves a decision-
maker's ability to rapidly assimilate information, and increase knowledge and
understanding.
This thesis shows that using cybernetic models, and advanced Artificial
Intelligence tools, a design exists that could help increase understanding and control by
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This thesis investigates how the application of cybernetic modeling and analysis
techniques, coupled with emerging information technology, can aid in deterrence through
increased control. In short, this thesis presents a concept that improves the decision
making process and helps shorten the decision-maker's OODA loop. This ideally allows
the decision-maker to make faster, and hopefully better, decisions and most importantly,
retain control of the situation.
A. BACKGROUND
The threat to United States security has changed dramatically in the last several
years. The Cold War ended and with it so did the specter of the nuclear annihilation of the
world's population in an East-West confrontation. The once mighty and feared Soviet
Union, with its threatening goal of world hegemony through Communist rule, has
dissolved. The time to relax and rejoice, however, was short. The demise of the main
threat of the past fifty years was replaced by the threats posed by regional powers and
non-state organizations (NSO's), unaligned with, and uncontrolled by, any influential
superpower. Common wisdom holds that "accelerating rates of change will make the
future environment more unpredictable and less stable, presenting our Armed Forces with
a wide range of plausible futures." [JV2010-96] In a sense, the threat has become more
complex and dynamic than ever.
The U.S. government has many goals. Several of these goals include: 1)
protecting the lives and safety of Americans at home and abroad; 2) maintaining the
political freedom and national independence of the U.S. with its values, institutions, and
territory intact; and 3) providing for the well being and prosperity of the nation and its
people. These goals generate American interests that in turn may become threatened. "In
sum, the United States must prepare to face a wider range of threats, emerging
unpredictably, employing varying combinations of technology, and challenging us at
varying levels of intensity." [JV20 10-96] To counter these threats the U.S. government
generates specific foreign and security policies based on information that it possesses.
The U.S. intelligence community exists to provide accurate and meaningful information
to military leaders and government decision-makers. To be accurate and meaningful, the
information must be relevant, timely, useful, and understandable to the leaders and
government decision-makers. The accumulation of data, its transformation to information
and its use when applied through knowledge and wisdom is paramount to the successful
formulation and implementation of policy and action.
The rapid growth in telecommunications and information technology has allowed
organizations to gather tremendous amounts of data on subjects of interest. This fact,
rather than a boon to the people who must analyze and decide, is often detrimental. The
result of the increased availability of data often leads to data overload. The amount of
data available to process has become an obstacle. "The challenge of the future for the war
fighter is not going to be getting information but how to sort out the appropriate
information from the overload of incoming data."[Sheehan97] An abundance of data
must be examined to discover critical pieces of information.
To be useful, accurate information must quickly be assimilated from the data
available. The information must then be provided as intelligence to leaders in a timely
manner so the threats to security can be mitigated. "Before an organization can develop
and introduce effective responses to external or internal threats or disturbances, it must
have accurate and effective information that defines the nature of these threats and
outlines abroad array of potential responses." [Jenner94]
The command and control (C2) decision making process, as explained by Colonel
Boyd [Boyd87], consists of four phases: Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act. These phases,
when combined, form the OODA loop. The OODA loop drives decision making and
implementation in peace, crisis and wartime. Sensors, either organic, inorganic or a
combination, observe reality. Processors and displays help decision-makers visualize and
orient themselves to the observed events. Perceptions lead to intentions and decisions on
some course of action. Finally, after the decision comes execution, or the act. Completing
the OODA loop faster than your opponent puts you in control of the situation. The ability
to couple the benefits of technology with a good model for analysis will improve the C2
decision making processes and compress the time to complete the OODA loop. Figure
1.1 depicts the OODA loop model.
Figure 1.1 OODA Loop Model
Finally, coupled with the new threat and obstacle is the reality of a diminishing
defense budget. Today's war cry has become "Do more with less." An ability to
economically provide the accurate and timely information required by leaders is essential
to answering this cry. The primary task of the U.S. Armed Forces is to deter conflict . Its
secondary task is to fight and win wars if deterrence fails. A great deal of effort has been
poured into ensuring we can accomplish the secondary task. This thesis calls for
attempting to improve the primary task of conflict deterrence through the improvement of
the prediction and control process involved in traditional Command, Control,
Communications, Computers and Intelligence (C4I) systems.
Decision-makers can be given all available information on a situation and yet
understanding still entails knowing why some event transpires or why opponents act.
Knowledge transcends the simple possession of information. Knowledge includes
understanding the reasons behind event occurrence. C2 systems must have the capability
to aid decision-makers in their goal of understanding, or higher cognition. "Actions,
visualization, collection and correlation drive the C2 engine toward understanding.
Ascending the cognitive hierarchy will allow decision makers to create strategy, plan
missions and rehearse based on an understanding of how the enemy is thinking."
[JV2010-96]
To ascend the cognitive hierarchy information must be interpreted and applied
correctly. Information is useful and has value when "it contributes to knowledge and
understanding. War-fighters understand things best in terms of ideas or images." [JP6-0-
95] This thesis presents a way for the decision-maker to ascend the cognitive hierarchy
through cybernetics. Figure 1 .2, on the next page, illustrates the cognitive hierarchy.
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Figure 1.2 Cognitive Hierarchy
[adapted from MCCP]
Cybernetics is a systematic view of a situation over time. It allows one to look at
an entire system and how it works together vice breaking it apart into smaller pieces and
taking a mechanistic look at the individual parts and how they work. With cybernetics
one deals with the set of all possibilities.
Control is a process that attempts to eliminate variety and uncertainty from a
system. If variety is limited, then uncertainty is limited. Consequently, the limiting of
these two factors, or variables, makes the system approach some form of equilibrium, or
homeostasis. Therefore the system is under control or in the process of being controlled,
or regulated. Cybernetics allows for better control of complex systems through the use of
information to regulate the system.
This thesis examines existing C2 systems and briefly outlines their capabilities
and functions. This thesis also explains what is desirable in a C2 system. This
examination allows for the description of a goal architecture for a proposed C2 system. In
this case, that system will be a conceptual design of a Cybernetic C2 system.
Additionally, this thesis examines existing technology that may be useful in
designing such a system and identifies areas that require improvement (or have yet to be
designed or developed). Data on existing technological capabilities, compatibility and
availability with the proposed system are presented and evaluated.
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In determining if, and how, the decision making process could be improved, my
research focuses on the areas of the feasibility and benefits of cybernetics. Specifically,
this work proposes a conceptual model for a Cybernetic Information System to aid
decision-makers in their efforts in command and control.
To aid in this effort, this research is concentrated around the following research
questions:
1. How can cybernetics be used for command and control?
2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using cybernetics?
3. What are the hardware, software and data requirements for establishing a
Cybernetic Information System?
These primary questions in turn raise several more secondary questions requiring
answers. The secondary, or subsidiary questions are:
1. What data will be required for system operation?
2. What is the best representation for providing the required data for
analysts' interpretation?
3. How can a system enhance control of a situation?
4. How can the system aid analysts in recognizing bifurcation points and
what benefit would early recognition provide?
5. What impact will the system have on current capabilities for command
and control efforts?
6. Can a cybernetic system allow one to predict, forecast and recommend
courses of action?
7. How can pattern recognition capabilities of analysts be improved beyond
current capabilities?
8. How can the system focus the analysts' time, currently spent on the
minutiae of reading and plotting data, to allow more time for pattern
recognition, prediction and steering recommendations?
9. How can existing technology be integrated and used in the system?
C. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
The author designs this system conceptually on paper and presents a problem for
solution. The solution is presented, as it might actually appear, if the conceptual system in
fact existed. The actual data used to validate the model was collected via open sources
(news articles, CNN, magazine articles, etc.).
The decomposition of the data flow into the system and how the data is used and
displayed is provided to promote insight into many of the research questions presented.
The displays either confirm or refute the questions pertaining to aiding pattern
recognition, recognizing bifurcation points and enhancing control of a situation.
The proposed system architecture is analyzed and designed based on the data flow
diagrams presented in following chapters. The final system outputs (graphs, reports and
screen displays) are created and evaluated with their respect to usefulness in aiding
understanding and control.
D. ORGANIZATION OF STUDY
Chapter IT, "Existing Technology and Cybernetics", describes various existing
C4I systems and technology. The chapter addresses questions of why C4I systems are
needed, what their functions are and what their functions should be. Existing artificial
intelligence technology and applications that may be useful in a Cybernetic C2 system are
discussed. Finally, cybernetic theory is introduced and briefly explained. The value,
limitations and general examples of cybernetics is described.
Chapter HI, "The Cybernetic C2 System", contains this central thesis idea.
Specifically, it formally proposes the new system. It describes the functions of the system
and how it might be implemented. A brief concept of operations for the proposed system
is also included. Also, included is a design for the system using existing technology
where feasible and identification of components needed, but not yet existing.
Chapter IV, "System Design", describes the design showing Data Flow Diagrams
of the conceptual system. It includes descriptions of the processes involved in the system
and the technology required.
Chapter V, "System Implementation", provides the description of the test problem
and system operation. Explanation ofhow and why the data was gathered for this thesis is
discussed. I will use the data and manipulate it as an actual system might and present the
outputs and conclusions.
Chapter VI, "Conclusions", addresses the systems merits and faults. It re-
addresses the primary research questions, summarizes this work, and provides guidance
to others for areas requiring further research.
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II. EXISTING TECHNOLOGY, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND
CYBERNETICS
A. C4 SYSTEM FUNDAMENTALS
Command and control is defined in Joint Publication 1-02, Department of
Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms as:
The exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated
commander over assigned and attached forces in the accomplishment of
the mission. Command and control functions are performed through an
arrangement of personnel, equipment, communications, facilities and
procedures employed by a commander in planning, directing,
coordinating, and controlling forces and operations in the
accomplishment ofthe mission.
C4 Systems exist to aid the decision-maker in accomplishing the command and
control function. The C4 systems aid in completing those functions by offering the
continuous and uninterrupted flow of data, for processing, to support the decision-makers
planning, decision, execution and monitoring stages. A C4 system's foundation is built
on increasing data and information accessibility.
A C4 system is the "principal tool used to collect, transport, process, disseminate
and protect data and information"[JP6-0-95]. Its fundamental objective is to get the right
information to the right person at the right time, so that good decisions can be made and
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executed. Recalling Boyd's OODA loop, the system must support faster decision cycles
to be beneficial to the user.
The bottom line, on why C4 systems exist, is that victory results, more often than
not, when a decision-maker makes good decisions and executes them quicker than his
opponent. Victory demands the linkage of timely execution to good decisions through
proper command and control.
More specifically (according to Joint Pub 6-0 Doctrine for Command, Control,
Communications, and Computer (C4) Systems Support to Joint Operations) C4 systems
have several objectives:
Produce Unity of Effort. C4 systems should help a military force and its
supporting elements to combine the thoughts and impressions of multiple
commanders and key war-fighters to allow the views of many experts to
be brought to bear on any given task.
Exploit Total Force Capabilities. C4 systems must be planned as
extensions of human senses and processes to help the commanders form
perceptions, make decisions, and react. This allows commanders to be
effective during high-tempo operations.
Properly Position Critical Information. C4 systems must be able to
respond quickly to requests for information and to place and maintain that
information where it is needed.
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Information Fusion. Fusing of information produces a picture of the
battlespace that is accurate and meets the needs of war-fighters. If they
have concise, relevant, accurate and timely information, unity of effort is
improved and uncertainty is reduced. This enables the forces as a whole to
exploit opportunities and fight smarter.
The physical components that constitute a C4 system (JP6-0-95) are:
Terminal devices such as telephones, fax machines, and computers are
the most recognizable components of most C4 systems. Generally
speaking, terminal devices transform information from forms
comprehensible to the war-fighter into format for electronic transmission,
or vice-versa.
Transmission media connect terminal devices. There are three basic
electronic transmission media: radio (including space-based systems),
metallic wire, and fiber optic cable. Paths may be point-to-point if
established between just two users, or they may be point-to-multipoint if
the same path serves a community of subscribers.
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Switches route traffic through a network of transmission media.
Switching may be manual or automatic; it may serve local subscribers or
perform area network functions. There are basically two types of
switches: circuit and message. Circuit switches generally support
telephone traffic while message switches process data transmission.
There are two basic levels of control: network and nodal. Network
control provides management of area, regional, theater, or global
networks. Its principle focus is in the management and configuration of
long-haul transmission media and switching centers transporting and
routing bulk data between nodal facilities. Nodal control is concerned
with the management of local C4 systems. Its principle focus is in the
switching systems and terminal devices supporting warriors at locations
such as command centers or C2 facilities.
Additionally, C4 systems are required to provide the mandatory capabilities




Support activities across the range ofmilitary operations
Support a smooth, orderlytransition fiompeace towar
Monitor and assess the status ofUS, mihinational, neutral, andenemy
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ftovide for the collection, processing, transmission, anddisserrination
ofdata andproducts
ftovide\\aming and attack assessment, and disseminate alert
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Monitor the executionofselected options
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Rotect systen^faetworks throughG4 defensive measures
Figure 2.1 Mandatory C4 System Capabilities
[JP6-0-95]
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The mandatory capabilities required in C4 systems ensure the design and
implementation of viable systems according to DOD standards. C4 systems are required
to be useful (and usable) across the full spectrum of conflict. That means it can, and will,
be used during peacetime as well as during a full-scale conventional war (and at any level
between the two, e.g. Operations Other Than War, Low Intensity Conflict, etc.). Coupled
with this is the requirement that the system be capable of transitioning between the
different levels in an efficient manner. Without this capability the system would hinder
the decision-maker as time and effort was spent in reconfiguration of the system. C4
systems must also give the decision-maker the capability to monitor and assess resources
and disturbances in the environment. The C4 system must collect, process, and transmit
data and products as well as provide warnings to the user. It must allow the decision-
maker to monitor the execution of his decisions and the outcomes of these actions.
B. EXISTING C4 SYSTEMS
The military's C4I system is a true system of systems. It contains C4I systems,
support systems, and programs. The combination of these systems is described as the























Figure 2.2 Military C4I Overview
[JC4-95]
Central to Military C4I is the Defense Information Infrastructure (DII) and its
components: C4I For the Warrior (C4I FTW), Global Command and Control System
(GCCS), the Defense Information Systems Network (DISN), and the Global Grid.
According to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (C3I), in a memorandum of information
definitions, the functions of the DII were explained to be:
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The DII encompasses information transfer and processing resources,
including information and data storage, manipulation, retrieval, and
display. Specifically, the DII is the shared or interconnected system of
computers, communications, data
,
applications, security, people, training
and other support structure, serving the DOD's local and worldwide
information needs. The DII (1) connects DOD mission support, command
and control, and intelligence computer and users through voice, data,
imagery, video, and multimedia services; and (2) provides information
processing and value-added services to subscribers over the DISN.
The first component of the DII, C4IFor the Warrior, is a concept with the goal of
focusing independent efforts of many people toward a set of shared objectives. The
concept links, and supports, personnel engaged in military operations in dynamic
environments. When complete it will bring accurate, complete, timely, detailed, and
clear information to the user.
The Global Command and Control System, the second component of the DII,
provides the capability to move combat, and supporting, forces anywhere at anytime and
to provide them with the information they need to achieve their objectives. GCCS is a
system of systems that include planning and assessment tools which operate in a
networked common operating environment. The core functions include support for crisis
planning, force readiness and deployment status, intelligence, and narrative information.
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These functions provide a "fused, near real-time, true picture of the battlespace"[JC4-95]
for decision-makers.
The third component, the DISN, is the DOD's telecommunications infrastructure.
It includes both local and wide area networks that help support C2, intelligence, and other
functions.
The final component of the DII is the Global Grid concept. When completed the
Global Grid will provide decision-makers the ability to access any information entering
the grid, at anytime and anywhere, to aid in their mission.
Appendix A, C4 System Descriptions [JC4-95] includes further descriptions of
other C4 systems if the reader wishes to become more familiar with the general functions
and capabilities of existing, and planned, C4 systems.
C. FUTURE OF C4 SYSTEMS
A general review of the numerous C4 systems in existence, and the concepts for
improving these systems (C4I FTW, Joint Vision 2010, Copernicus, etc.), confirm the
fact that the majority of these systems are designed and built for the military to
accomplish its secondary task of fighting and winning wars. Little exists in the way of
C4 systems that aid decision-makers in accomplishing the military's primary task of
deterring conflicts. Tomorrow's C4 systems must attempt to support the decision-maker
in identifying and controlling the situations before they lead to conflict.
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D. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
A common definition of Artificial Intelligence (AI) is "that field of computer
science concerned with designing intelligent computer systems, that is, a computer
system that exhibits the characteristics we associate with intelligence in human behavior."
[Barr81] AI technology is constantly being improved and applied in modern projects. AI
might not be the solution in and of itself but many AI functions improve the functionality
and add value to systems. The value added is normally the extra flexibility afforded by
the computer in relieving human operators from performing tedious, difficult, or time-
consuming tasks. AI is also beneficial in a sense that, as mentioned earlier, it can be
another part brought to bear on problems at hand. It can be a lever for the decision-
maker, increasing his ability to compress his OODA loop and therefore to better control a
situation.
1. Examples Of AI Applications
There are hundreds of examples of the application of AI in existence. I have
chosen several as representative of current capabilities and cutting edge applications.
Pilots Associate (PA): [Simpson88] Combines developments in expert systems
and speech recognition. It is a conceptual project demonstrating the value added by
providing the approximation of an additional crew member for single pilot fighter planes.
The system's long term goal is the ability to relieve a pilot of all functions except that as
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a systems manager. The system would handle the massive information intake and
processing of data into information for use by the pilot.
Force Reallocations Expert System (FRESH): [Simpson88] An operational
prototype of a C4 system supporting decisions in force reallocations and capability
assessment. It possesses a large knowledge base (5-8 thousand rules) and incorporates a
natural language interface. One example of the value added nature of this AI system was
the capability of a staff (of less than normal size) to respond to a contingency. The staff
was able to accomplish, in seven hours, the same task that previously took a fully
manned staff seven days to accomplish.
Strategic Computing Object-directed Reconnaissance Parallel-processing
Image understanding System (SCORPIUS): [Simpson88] Focuses on automating
visual recognition functions of reconnaissance images. It exploits AI technology in the
areas of uncertainty management, symbolic representation, and knowledge acquisition.
Modele d'Aide a la decision par le Traitement de I'Information Symbolique
(MATIS): [Canamero96] MATIS is a French military C4I system which incorporates
knowledge acquisition, design, and plan recognition functions. MATIS can anticipate
situations by referencing knowledge it has previously obtained and make
recommendations to a decision-maker. It acts as tool for extending the users cognitive
level.
Predictive ANalysis System (PANS): [Abramson94] Helps intelligence analysts
recognize patterns of activity, match patterns against expected behavior, and predict
future courses of events. PANS helps analyze long-term trends and also offers an
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application that allows analysts the ability to enter hypothetical data to model 'what if?'
scenarios.
Parallel: [Chung94] A natural language processor that exploits parallel
processing of computers. Parallel utilizes a preprocessor, phrasal parser, memory-based
parser, knowledge base, and template generator to process written material and output
summaries in pre-specified templates.
Text to Pictures Systems: [Ludlow92] Generate pictorial representations from
narrative texts. These systems are exploiting the idea behind the saying "a picture is
worth a thousand words" to help users understand the meaning, or ideas, conveyed in
large narrative texts through a simple, quick glance at a picture instead.
Intelligent Agents: [Whitebread95] Used for information discovery in networks
and distributed systems. Intelligent agents are programs (or entities also known as
'softbots') that seek out specific information, on their own, after being tasked by a user.
This allows a user to perform other functions while his intelligent agent is gathering data
for future use. The user can now spend his time on analysis of the data to help make
good decisions instead of spending an inordinate amount of time searching for the data.
Genetic Algorithms: [Bhargava97] Allow users to perform comprehensive
searches over vast amounts of data at a low cost. It accomplishes this by choosing the
most viable hypothesis, or attributes, on which the search should be conducted.
AI techniques that can be applied to aid in the C2 process are my primary concern
for this thesis. Several of the applications described above contain AI features that if
properly combined, would be useful in improving the C2 process. Applications such as
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Natural Language Understanding/Processing (NLU and NLP), machine learning, pattern
and voice recognition, intelligent agents, and advanced visualization techniques can all be
exploited for use in a C4 system. Much of the basis for the Cybernetic system
incorporates AI applications and concepts. The reason AI is so attractive for inclusion in
the Cybernetic system is because cybernetics, which deals with sets of possibilities,
requires immense computational resources and intelligence.
E. CYBERNETICS
This thesis demonstrates the improved command and control capabilities afforded
decision-makers through cybernetic modeling and analysis techniques. The following
sections describe cybernetic theory, applications, limitations, and benefits and explain
why I have chosen it as the tool/methodology for improving the C2 process.
1. Cybernetic Theory
Models are abstractions. They allow humans to simplify their world, reduce
complexity, and increase their understanding. When something is understood better that
normally conveys a sense that the information is better. Better information equates to
better decisions and making better decisions is half of the C2 challenge.
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Cybernetic modeling is an empirical process. Large quantities of
data must be processed to develop, test, and use the models. The models
provide a framework for organizing and displaying data so that an
investigator can detect behavioral patterns, which explain the past,
describe the present andforecast thefuture. [Howland90]
Cybernetics, as defined by it modern day founder Norbert Weiner, is "the science
of control and communication, in the animal and the machine." Its themes are
coordination, control and regulation.
"Cybernetics envisages a set of possibilities much wider than the actual, and then
asks why the particular case should conform to its usual particular restriction. . .What is
important is the extent to which the system is subject to determining and controlling
factors." [Ashby84] This last concept, the extent to which a system is subject to control,
is what is of interest. The ability to increase control is the Holy Grail for decision-makers
and the object of this thesis.
"Cybernetics offers a method for the scientific treatment of the system in which
complexity is outstanding and too important to be ignored." [Ashby84] Observers are
either incapable of, or unwilling to, vary the factors one at a time in complex systems.
The factors are too interrelated for such manipulation. Cybernetics provides the means to
analyze such a complex system.
The basic concepts of cybernetics [Howland88] are:
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1. Cybernetic models describe the behavior of control systems. They
comprise a "controller," which specifies system goals, and a "control object."
2. Adaptive systems are open, interacting with their environments. They
must be able to modify structure and function to adapt to environmental change.
3. The state that a system is in at any point in time depends on past states
and the goal state specified by the "controller."
4. System performance is monitored in time, and information on actual
performance is fed back to a comparator, which contrasts what is happening with
what is wanted.
5. Resources are allocated as required to insure that actual system
performance is within the limits specified by the controller.
6. The range of adaptability is limited by the variety of available
resources. If the system is subjected to a variety of environmental disturbance,
but has a limited variety of resources, its adaptive capability is limited.
7. The lowest levels of the system must be able to function autonomously
because centralized control is limited. Man, for example, has both a central and
autonomic nervous system. The autonomic system controls variables such as
blood pressure, body temperature, and blood sugar level. The central nervous
system is not involved at this level of control unless the autonomic system
malfunctions.
Cybernetics, though very powerful, does have some limitations. First on the list is
a general misunderstanding of the very concepts that make cybernetics so powerful.
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Cybernetics is useful for understanding complex, dynamic, adaptive systems. It can
provide information necessary to control a system and guide it to some goal state. It is
not as useful when, compared to other models, it is applied to stationary, less complex
systems or problems. For these problems, physics or operations research techniques
usually are better.
The requirement for enormous computational resources, coupled with the need for
some forms of AI, was also limiting to cybernetics. This, however, is no longer the case.
Computer users of today encounter a relatively new problem: data overload. Currently,
hardware and software for user interface have the ability to deliver data in a multitude of
forms and variety. The user can be overwhelmed with data. Fortunately, developments
in high-speed processors and the ability to network computers have opened the door to an
enormous amount of computational power. The power once reserved for the mightiest of
mainframes now can reside in networked desktop personal computers. Users now
possess the ability to harness and exploit the computational power required for data
intensive analysis. The ability to satisfy the need for extensive gathering, filtering,
processing, and displaying of data for the cybernetic model to be of benefit to a decision-
maker now exists.
Cybernetics is currently being applied in several specific areas. These areas
include most systems that require an intake of data about their surrounding environment
(monitoring), an understanding of that data, and an ability to use that data to adapt to their
surroundings. Examples of these systems include walking robots, driver-less
automobiles, and unmanned space craft.
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2. Why Choose Cybernetics?
As I explained in the background of the Introduction, the task facing decision-
makers is to counter threats that are becoming more complex and dynamic. How does a
decision-maker counter the increasing variety of threats? The answer is found in the Law
of Requisite Variety. Understanding this law compelled me to choose cybernetics for
improving the decision-makers abilities.
The Law of Requisite Variety states that only variety can destroy variety. That is,
solutions to problems increase in ease as the number of solutions approach, or exceed, the
number ofproblems. The mores choices you can have when attempting to counter threats
allows for better decisions made and better actions taken. Better command and control is
essential to increasing the variety of choices, or resources, available for a system to
succeed and survive.
The interactions of parts within a Complex Adaptive System (CAS) make the
system behave in what appears to be a highly complicated, unpredictable and seemingly
uncontrollable manner. It is often difficult, or impossible, to isolate individual causes and
effects in a CAS. "The behavior of complex adaptive systems is frequently nonlinear-
which means that even extremely small influences can have decisively large effects, or
vice versa-and often chaotic. The element of chance, interacting randomly with the
various parts of the system, introduces even more complexity and disorder."[MCCP]
Thus the variety of disturbances existing in a CAS can be enormous.
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Cybernetics offers decision-makers increased understanding of complex systems,
increases the variety of resources available, and provides better understanding ofwhy the
system is behaving as it is. The next chapter proposes the adoption of a cybernetic model
for a command and control system.
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III. THE CYBERNETIC C2 SYSTEM
I have briefly explained how cybernetics is valuable in improving a decision-
maker's understanding of a CAS and how situations facing governmental and military
decision-makers are becoming more complex. This combination, therefore, makes the
application of cybernetics in C4 systems a viable, if not desirable, option. The task now
at hand is how to incorporate cybernetic tools and methodology into a C4 system that
improves the C2 process.
The United States Marine Corps' view of C2 is a dynamic view which "sees
command as the exercise of authority and control as feedback about the effects of the
action taken." [MCCP] The Cybernetic C2 system exploits AI technology to increase the
decision-makers understanding, and hopefully control, of a situation. "Control is
provided by feedback-the continuous flow of information about the unfolding situation
returning to the commander." [MCCP]
Howland proposed a large decision support system. His system, figure 3.1, is an
"automated feedback control system with information channels connecting the decision
makers and the 'real world.' Information in these channels is used to monitor and control
the situation. The automated decision support system is designed to transform textual














































Figure 3.1 Howland's DSS
My proposed C2 system builds upon Howland's framework and expands his ideas.
The following section describes a brief concept of operations for the conceptual system.
A. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A situation, or event, is continuously monitored through the collection of data on
that event. The data is collected through a variety of means (open sources, other C4
system inputs, user inputs, intelligent agent search results, etc.). The more variety in the
inputs the better the information (i.e. Law of Requisite Variety).
The data is stored in its original retrieved, unprocessed form. This constitutes the
first, or raw, form for the data. No processing or analysis has been conducted. The raw
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form is then processed (via natural language processors) and stored in its second, or
parsed, form. This stage also synthesizes data to combine similar data and decrease data
overload for the decision-maker.
The parsed data is further processed, disseminated and displayed as timelines,
maps and reports (either full or summaries according to a pre-specified template).
Utilizing several AI tools and exploiting cutting edge technology, much of the
parsed data is used by the system, and decision-makers, to identify patterns. These
patterns, when cognized, help the decision-maker improve his decision and compress his
OODA loop.
This section illustrates the way this system would work if it were actually built
and operational. I will step through the operation of the system, following the outline of
the concept of operations outlined above, as it would apply to the real world situation
occurring in Bosnia in the July-August 1995 time frame. Chapter four outlines the
system design and chapter five contains the examples of possible inputs, outputs and
interpretations of the same real world event.
B. BASIC/TOP LEVEL DESIGN
The most basic representation of an information system, and its interaction with
the real world, is illustrated in Figure 3.2. At the lowest level any information system can
be modeled in this manner. The components of a system are simply:
1 . Input Devices: These devices are the means for getting the data into the
system. They connect the outside world, and the user, to the system.
Keyboards, microphones, and digital scanners are the most common physical
devices for inputting data.
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2. Processors: These are the brains of the system. Processors accept the input,
perform some function, or process, and produce an output.
3. Output Devices: Like input devices these components connect the system to
the user. They provide the interface between the system and the user so that
the processed data can be viewed. Common output devices are video screens,
printers, and speakers.
4. Memory: This is the system's accumulated knowledge. It is a history of
operations performed and results tabulated. This memory is used to compare
new data against old. Memory devices include databases.
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Figure 3.2 General Components of an Information System
Figure 3.3 builds upon the general components required by specifying the actual
type of component desired for each category. The Cybernetic C2 system requires:
1. Input devices such as touch screens, scanners, keyboards, and microphones.
2. Processors such as natural language processors, logic processors, pattern
recognition and visualization processors.
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3. Output devices such as large screen displays, speakers, and printers.





Figure 3.3 Conceptual System Design
C. ILLUSTRATION OF CONCEPT
A decision-maker is concerned with the events in Bosnia during the middle
months of 1995 and wants to monitor the situation. The decision-maker chooses to use
the Cybernetic C2 System to augment his skills and increase his understanding and
control of the situation.
Data is continuously gathered on the events, actors and environmental state
concerning Bosnia. This data constitutes all the variables acting in, and on, the monitored
system (Bosnia). The data is fed to the C2 system directly from collection sensors, or
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from the tasking of data specific intelligent agents that have searched the network for
relevant data and returned it to the system, by other C4 systems providing ancillary data
(GCCS), by message traffic (formatted intelligence assessments, etc.), and by any other
type of open source data deemed relevant. These other open source data are characterized
mainly as textual reports or articles (newspapers, magazines, etc.). The following text is
an example of the type of data used as input to the system.
Reuters reports that Serbian forces attacked and destroyed an humanitarian aid
convoy destined for Sarajevo last Friday. Serbian forces also intensified their
attacks on the supposedly UN protected safe area of Zepa. As ofMonday the
Serbs were within one kilometer of the town. The Bosnian government, angry at
the UN 's unwillingness to confront Serb aggression, threatened to revoke the
U.N. peace-keeping mandate in their country.
The collected data is transferred to digital format (if required) and stored in the
main database. The stored data is then passed through the necessary processors for
interpretation and deconfliction. These processors are natural language processors
(NLP's) which interpret written text, extract the relevant data, and store the meaning of
text in a database format.
The parsed data is then processed by other processors that rectify logic problems
associated with temporal and spatial ambiguities. The NLP and these other logic
processors are the heart of the system. They take the data and manipulate it to display it
for the decision-maker. The output displays, shown and explained in detail later in
Chapter V, are in the form of maps and timelines. Figure 3.4 is an example of one form
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Figure 3.4 Sample Timeline Display
These displays, coupled with a processor that aids in pattern recognition and
prediction, are the tools that aid the decision-maker in increasing understanding by
assisting in identification of system variables that are going out of limits. With these
displays a multitude of seemingly unconnected variables can be studied together. The
displays, which help relate the variables together over time, will aid in the recognition of
patterns, significant relationships, and bifurcation points. Recognition of these items help
the decision-maker in recognizing the events that are forcing a system out of control.
With the information gleaned from the display a decision maker is better equipped
to make decisions and act. The C2 system can also be used to construct Cybernetic
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Regulatory Tables [Howland94] 1 if the decision-maker wants to relate the disturbances
versus resources variables. These tables aid in selecting appropriate courses of action
based on the state of the system and in monitoring results of the application of different
resources. The next chapter will describe the design of this system in detail.
1 Cybernetic Regulatory Tables relate disturbance, resource, and essential (goal) variables together in a
matrix format. The table is used by a decision-maker to assess variable relationships and choose courses of
action based on those relationships.[Howland94]
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IV. SYSTEM DESIGN
This chapter presents Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's) to show the design of the
system. These DFD's detail the logical processes required by the Cybernetic C2 System.
Physical components and processes are not of immediate concern when constructing
logical DFD's. Some of the processes are assumed to exist or are treated as black boxes.
The DFD's purpose is to detail the processes and flow of data between the processes that
are required for the system to function.
A. CONTEXT LEVEL DIAGRAM
A review of Figure 4. 1 shows the proposed system at its most basic level. This
level details the system itself (labeled as the Cybernetic C2 Processing System) and the
three main outside entities interacting with the system. Those entities are the customer,
or decision-maker, all other C4 systems which may provide data to the system (labeled as
the GCCS Mission Applications), and any open source data that may be used. This
diagram also lists the different types of data which flow in and out of the system.
GCCS, and any other networked C4 system, provides general sensor data
(electronic intelligence, signal intelligence, measurement and signal intelligence,
photographic intelligence, etc.) collected by various means. Resource data (data
pertaining to own force readiness, location, composition, etc.) is also provided by GCCS
as is data on disturbances (enemy forces). The GCCS entity also provides data on the
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decision-maker's, or national, goals and tolerances. This data is characterized by
operation orders and mission goals and restrictions.
Like GCCS, the Customer entity provides data on goals, available resources, and
limits imposed on the system. Outputs from the Cybernetic C2 system to the customer
include chronology and geographic data of system variables (in the form of timeline and
map displays). Regulatory Tables are both inputs and outputs to the system.
Open Source Intelligence, in the form of open source data, is input to the system
from any applicable open source. The input is done directly as a result of an intelligent
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Figure 4. 1 Context Level Diagram
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B. LEVEL
Figure 4.2 is the exploded view of the context level diagram. It specifies the




4. Store Interpreted Data
5. Disseminate and Display Information
6. Aid in Decision
These six processes, grouped together and interacting with the outside entities, are
the details of Process from the Context Level Diagram. In this figure the multiple
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Process 1, Gather Data, receives the inputs from the entities and passes it to
Process 2, Store Data, as Combined System Inputs. Process 2 stores the Combined
System Inputs in the General Data Store, Dl. Process 3, Process/Parse Data, retrieves the
Combined System Inputs form Dl and processes the data. Process 4, Store Parsed Data
For Later Use, receives the parsed data and stores it in D2, the Parsed Data Store. The
Parsed Data in D2 is synthesized data that Process 3 interpreted, synthesized, and
separated into data on disturbances, resources, and goals. Process 5, Disseminate and
Display Information, uses the Parsed Data stored in D2, customer defined reference
frames, map data from the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) stored in D3,
and an Icon Library stored in D4 to construct and display the processed data. The data,
now displayed as information, is used in Process 6, Decision and Action, to aid the
decision-maker in choosing and implementing courses of action. Finally, the decision-
maker monitors the real world which provides the feedback/monitoring mechanism for
the decision-maker to re-orient himself.
C. PROCESS 1
Figure 4.3 is an explosion of the process Gather Data. It reveals the sub-
processes involved in collecting raw data for further processing. Specifically the system
can use any or all of these steps in gathering data. Once the data is gathered it is date and
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Figure 4.3 Process 1
Process 1.1, is the collection of open source data in the form of newspaper and
magazine articles and feeds form news service wire reports. Relevant articles are
separated from non-relevant articles and digitized, if necessary, during Process 1 .2. The
digital articles are passed to Process 1.3, as are inputs from GCCS in the form of
intelligence reports, or disturbances, for addition of a date and time stamp. This date/time
stamp is the actual date and time the data is input to the system. This will work for rapid
intelligence collection systems that do not specify exact date and time of reported event
occurrence. Process 1.6 is the tasking of intelligent agents to search networks for relevant
data through Process 1.7. The agent returns data to Process 1.3 for a date/time stamp as
well. The data flows from 1.3 into Process 1.4 which adds a general location stamp in the
form of a latitude and longitude. This latitude and longitude reference is defined by the
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user in initial system set-up. This general location stamp is provided as an initial frame
of reference for the system. The user defines an area of interest for analysis and all
incoming data is stamped with that reference. The main goal of this process is to provide
a general location reference for data that may not specifically reference an exact location.
This general reference can be used later for plotting purposes if needed. All of this data is
passed to Process 1.5 where the data is combined with other data (customer defined goals
and resource data from GCCS) input directly to Process 1.5 and stored in Dl.
D. PROCESS 2 AND DATA STORE Dl
Process 2, Store Data, accepts the Combined System Inputs and stores the data in
Dl. The data is stored here to mitigate the risk of possible data loss or corruption in
downstream processes as well as to allow multiple processes to access and use the data.
The data store, Dl, is a large relational database with its associated Data Base
Management System (DBMS). The data is stored as tables with relationships among
rows in the tables visible with the data. The Combined System Inputs automatically
cataloged here are available for immediate retrieval and use. The flexibility of relational
databases allows users to create custom queries of data. This flexibility makes Dl
valuable to other users and does not restrict it functionality to this system alone. Dl is a
value added feature of the system, accessible by other systems if desired.
E. PROCESS 3
Figure 4.4 details the sub-processes of parsing data. Data from the General Data
Store (Dl), is parsed by the Natural Language Processor for categorization and for
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combination with other relevant data. This is accomplished in Process 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
The combined texts are synthesized to remove duplication in Process 3.4. The
synthesized data is processed to separate it into appropriate categories (disturbances,
resources, and goals) during Process 3.5 and stored as Parsed Data in Data Store D2. A








































Figure 4.4 Process 3
F. PROCESS 4 AND DATA STORE D2
Synthesized data, in the form of disturbances, resources, and goals, is stored in D2
through Process 4. Process 5, Disseminate and Display Information, retrieves the Parsed
Data from D2 for manipulation and display.
D2 is in reality a distributed relational database and associated DBMS. The
distributed database consists of individual databases for disturbance, resource, and goal
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data. The distributed database maintains data integrity while offering flexible data
access. Disturbances, resources, and goals are stored separately yet appear to be together
when processes query data. All of the input data is processed and synthesized by the time
it reaches this data store.
G. PROCESS 5
Figure 4.5 diagrams the general process of disseminating and displaying the
information. The first step is to retrieve the parsed data from D2. The data is separated
and used to aid in generating maps, timelines, and reports.
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Figure 4.5 Process 5
Data on specific events and necessary amplifying data (temporal, geographic, and
historical) are provided to Processes 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. Processes 5.2 and 5.3, Generate
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Map and Timeline Displays, also receives Map Data input from D3, Icon Data from D4,
and Reference Data from the Customer.
H. PROCESS 5.2
Figure 4.6 illustrates the processes for using the data for map displays. The data
is searched for some reference to a geographic location and unit identification. Once
these are found the geographic data is converted to a Latitude and Longitude for plotting
while a symbol is assigned to represent the unit's identification.
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Figure 4.6 Process 5.2
Process 5.2.1 retrieves Parsed Data from D2 and examines data fields for
reference to unit, or actor, identification and location. When this data is found Process
5.2.2 assigns an appropriate icon, stored in D4, to represent the unit when plotted on a
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map. Process 5.2.3 performs a similar function for the conversion of the location
reference contained in the data to a specific position for plotting on the map. This
conversion is done by a system of cross referencing a series of NTMA provided data
tables which list place names with corresponding latitude/longitude data. Proper names
of places will cross to a specific latitude/longitude which is then attached to the data.
Map Data from D3, NTMA Map Data Store, is also used to create the appropriate digital
map. The customer then provides a frame of reference in Process 5.2.4 to enable the
system to scope the area of interest and more accurately plot the data on the map provided
by D3. This reference data also guides the system in displaying amplifying narratives.
Process 5.2.5 integrates the Reference Data with the Plot Data and plots the icon on a
map at the appropriate location.
I. PROCESS 5.3
Figure 4.7 details the sub-processes that are required for timeline creation.
Retrieved data from D2 is examined for event and unit identification and reference to a
time frame. Once these are found a symbol is assigned to the event and the time
reference is used to accurately plot the event occurrence.
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Figure 4.7 Process 5.3
Processes 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3, 5.3.4, and 5.3.5 are similar to the sub-processes
occurring in Process 5.2. These processes essentially perform the same functions as
Process 5.2, but they perform it referenced to time vice geography. The event, or actor,
must be identified (Process 5.3.1) and a symbol assigned from D4, Icon Library (Process
5.3.2). Process 5.3.3 converts the time reference to the appropriate format for plotting on
a timeline (Process 5.3.5) according to the customer's frame of reference (Process 5.3.4)
and data from D3.
Process 5.3.3 must deal with complexities associated with assignment of event
occurrence. These complexities include the deconfliction of events that occur
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continuously vice instantaneously (i.e. sustained combat campaign vice a single, isolated
attack) or are described in general terms like past or presently.
Both Processes 5.2, Generate Map Display, and 5.3, Generate Timeline Display,
must resolve complex issues associated with spatial and temporal vagueness. There often
exists a discontinuity between a situation described in natural language text and internal
system representation of that situation. The greatest challenge to these processes is the
transformation of natural language descriptions into proper internal system
representations. The inclusion of a frame of reference, provided by the user, will help
resolve some ambiguity. Other solutions include defaulting to a system designated time
(which I offer as one option in Process 1.6, Combine Data and Add Date Stamp) or
attempting to pictorially represent the vagueness, or discontinuity, of the text in the visual
display.
J. PROCESS 5.4
Figure 4.8 details the sub-processes that allow a user to request data. First a user
makes a specific query, Process 5.4.1, for data. The Query Data is used by the system to
locate and extract the data requested from D2 in Process 5.4.2. Process 5.4.3 formats the
retrieved data to fill the user's request, and outputs the data in the appropriate report
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Figure 4.8 Process 5.4
K. PROCESS 6
Figure 4.9 illustrates the processes involved in making a decision, choosing a
course of action, and implementing that decision by executing the action. The various
output displays of the system help the decision-maker, or the system itself, formulate the
desired goal state of the observed system.
Process 6.1 represents the goal formulation process with its output labeled Goal
Data. Processes 6.2 and 6.3 encompass the identification of disturbances affecting the
observed system and resources available to a decision-maker. The process of identifying
the relationships between variables operating in the observed system is done in Process
6.4. Construction of a Regulatory Table is not the only manner in which the variable
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relationship must be represented, but is offered here simply as an example. The final


































Figure 4.9 Process 6
L. OODA LOOP
After action is taken, decision-makers must complete the processes involved in
observing reactions in the system. This is the feedback/monitoring portion and it is
essential. This process of observing the system to determine if it is going back into limits
closes the loop by returning the decision-maker to the observation stage of the OODA
Loop. In effect Processes 1 through 5, detailed earlier in this chapter, are analogous to
the Observe and Orient stages of the OODA Loop while Process 6 corresponds to the
Decide and Act stages.
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M. PHYSICAL SYSTEM DESIGN
Chapter III contained the conceptual system design as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Many of the actual components to create the system currently exist in various forms and
levels of technological development.
The necessary input and output devices exist at the ready-to-use level of
development and are available as Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) technology. They
can be integrated and used 'as is' with little, or no, modification.
The heart of the system are the processors. The technological level of
development for these processors vary. Rudimentary natural language processors do
exist and can be used. Systems like PARALLEL [Chung94] and the Core Language
Engine (CLE) [Alshawi et al 88] are two examples of existing systems. Efforts to
increase NLP capabilities are of great interest to many in the AI field including the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) which sponsored several
Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) [Sundheim91].
Pattern recognition and machine learning processors and tools also currently exist.
PANS [Abramson94], SCORPIUS [Simpson88], and MATIS [Canamero96] are current
operational systems that use some pattern recognition technology.
AI logic processors also exist at low levels of complexity. These processors are
concerned with resolving ambiguities, temporal and spatial, as well as any general
logically conflicting activity or problem. Some current systems use prepositional and
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predicate logic techniques or knowledge representation schemes to aid in solving logic
problems. [Bhargava96]
Visualization tools that are adequate for this system also exist. Research is
expanding and improving this area as well. The conceptual design for a multimedia
interaction manager, known as CICERO, [Arens97] summarizes the direction in which
this technology is moving.
At current levels of technology some components exist to build, albeit at a
rudimentary working level, this system today. The areas requiring the most
improvement, the processors, are constantly being improved and modified. The
possibility to realize this system, technologically, continues to increase and this thesis




I have discussed general C4 systems and briefly outlined their capabilities and
functions as well as what is desirable (and needed) in future C4 systems. I also
mentioned several advances in AI technology and designed a conceptual C4 system that
exploits these AI technologies and cybernetic techniques. In this chapter I present a
situation for analysis using the conceptual system. Since the system is just that,
conceptual, I performed many of the functions that would be done automatically, and
with much greater speed and accuracy, by the system (data gathering, processing,
displaying, etc.) and then analyzed the results as they would be presented for a decision
maker.
Unlike a computer system using AI, I was not hindered by an inability to use an
accumulated wealth of commonsense knowledge. This system would require a
knowledge base that allows it to perform inferences and build upon a set of commonsense
knowledge as I did. Such a knowledge base would have to contain background
information, business rules, common sense, etc. I applied my knowledge in these areas as
I simulated functions of the system. For example, I knew the geo-political history of
Yugoslavia, theories and events of warfare throughout history, historical data on UN
involvement in strife-torn countries, etc. Possessing this commonsense knowledge made
it easy for me to draw inferences and simulate system operation.[Davis90]
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The situation and time frame chosen for analysis is the conflict in Bosnia




It was a good example of a CAS.
2. A large amount of data was available on the situation.
3. It concerned military and governmental agencies and decision-makers.
The following section summarizes the events during the time frame chosen for
analysis.
A. PROBLEM BACKGROUND
A brief background of major events that occurred in Bosnia is presented here.
This background, beginning with the week of 2 July 1995, will give the reader a general
feeling for the situation that existed in Bosnia. These summaries are a result of extensive
research and data synthesis by myself. Following this overview will be an analysis of the
events using the cybernetic techniques and the conceptual system presented earlier.
WEEKLY SUMMARIES:
WEEK OF 2 JULY 1995
Confirmed deaths from starvation in Bihac, a UN safe area under siege by Serb
forces. Food shortages reported as critical in Sarajevo, which also came under heavy
attack by Serb forces. Civilians suffered heavy casualties. Zepa, another UN safe area,
came under heavy attack by Serb forces. UN's only response to the violence was to send
a letter demanding a halt. Bosnian government cuts ties with the UN's top civilian
official due to his inaction and unwillingness to confront Serbian aggression.
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WEEK OF 9 JULY 1995
UN safe area of Srebrenica falls to Serbs. 20,000 refugees flee and seek
protection at nearby UN compound in Potacari. Serbs then overrun Potacari and remove
all males between the ages of 16 and 55 from the refugee camp. UN offers no resistance.
Bosnian government calls on U.S. Senate to lift arms embargo against Bosnia. Senator
Dole promises a call for a vote on the issue.
WEEK OF 16 JULY 1995
Civilians driven from Srebrenica report horrifying accounts of rape and
executions by Serb forces. UN reports that over 19,000 people are unaccounted for from
Srebrenica. Attacks on Zepa intensify. NATO warplanes circle over the city but take no
action. UN peace keepers disable or hide their weapons to prevent the defenders in Zepa
from using them to stave off the Serb attack. Bosnian government threatens to terminate
UN mandate if the UN will not confront Serb aggression. Sarajevo attacks continue
daily.
WEEK OF 23 JULY 1995
More bad news from Srebrenica. Reports of death march of refugees' reveals that
11,000 of 15,000 died. Numerous Jewish groups and South Africa's President Mandela
call for decisive action to stop carnage in Bosnia. Serbs from neighboring Croatia aid
Bosnian Serbs in assault of Bihac. Daily attacks on Sarajevo continue. Sixteen-nation
conference in London concludes with pledge of a "substantial and decisive" response if
Serbs attack the UN safe area of Gorazde in Eastern Bosnia. Bosnian Army makes small
gains against Serbs in North Central Bosnia near Tuzla. Zepa finally falls to Serbs, UN
has no response.
WEEK OF 30 JULY 1995
Reports that Serbs used "incapacitating gas" in final hours of Zepa assault to end
resistance surface. Thousands of civilians flee to hills and caves with 3,000 unaccounted
for according to UN. ChiefUN investigator for human rights abuse resigns in protest of
the UN's inaction. NATO threatens air strikes against Serbs if Gorazde attacked. U.S.
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Congress passes bill to end arms embargo. Coalition of 27 religious, human rights and
humanitarian groups, calls for multilateral military action to stop Serb atrocities. Protests
and rallies criticizing UN inaction and world policy take place in Italy, India, Iran, South
Africa, Sudan, and Turkey with hundreds of thousands involved. National leaders in
Bangladesh, Malaysia, Philippines, and Indonesia call for action.
WEEK OF 13 AUGUST 1995
Bosnian forces attack Serbs west of Sarajevo. President Clinton vetoes bill to end
arms embargo. Serb refugees flee Krajina, Croatia after Croatian forces overrun town.
U.S. presents UN with evidence of mass graves in Srebrenica. Tuzla under attack from
Serbs. Serbs prepare for attack by Croatian forces in Southeastern Bosnia. U.S.
government openly supports peace plan that divides Bosnia.
WEEK OF 20 AUGUST 1995
Attacks on Sarajevo increase. UN pulls troops out of Gorazde. Refugee camps in
Tuzla attacked. Serbia forcefully expels Bosnian Serbs back to fight in Bosnia.
WEEK OF 27 AUGUST 1995
37 Civilians killed in downtown marketplace in Sarajevo by Serbian artillery.
U.S. threatens Serbs with NATO air strikes if they refuse to accept peace plan. Proof of
genocide surfaces in final report by UN human rights investigator. NATO launches
massive air strikes against Serb forces near Sarajevo, Tuzla, Gorazde, and Mostar. UN
Rapid Reaction force attacks Serb artillery surrounding Sarajevo. Serbs respond with
more attacks on Sarajevo. Russia criticizes air strikes but also condemns Serbs' attack on
Sarajevo. Senator Dole criticizes President Clinton saying "one day of military action
does not make up for three years ofpassivity and failure."
B. SYSTEM INPUTS (DATA GATHERING)
To simulate the inputs to the system I gathered data on Bosnia from as many open
sources available. These included news wire reports (Reuters, AP, UPI, etc.), newspaper
articles (Washington Post, New York Times, Boston Globe, etc.), and electronic archives
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on the Internet (CNN, DOD Boslink, This Week in Bosnia, etc.). I used this data for the
background outlined above. The data so gathered simulates the natural data the system
would store in its first form (unprocessed or raw from). The data has simply been
gathered from many different sources and stored. To simulate the further operation of the
system I broke down the data by daily events as listed below.
DAILY LISTING OF RAW DATA:
SUNDAY 2 JULY 1995
-Serbs fire on UN aid convoy bound for Sarajevo
-Serbs shell Sarajevo, 13 civilian dead, 59 wounded
MONDAY 3 JULY 1995
-Serbs fire on another UN aid convoy bound for Sarajevo
-Bosnian Army makes limited gains in infantry attacks against Serb forces north
of Sarajevo
TUESDAY 4 JULY 1995
-Town of Zepa, UN safe area, attacked by Serbs
-Town of Bihac, UN safe area, attacked by Serbs
WEDNESDAY 5 JULY 1995
-2 starvation deaths in Bihac
-Food shortage critical in Sarajevo
-Bosnian government threatens to sever ties with UN if it does not confront Serb
aggression
THUSDAY 6 JULY 1995
-Serbs blamed for 2 civilian killed and 8 wounded in Sarajevo attacks
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FRIDAY 7 JULY 1995
—Serbs blamed for 4 civilian killed and 7 wounded in Sarajevo attacks
TUESDAY 11 JULY 1995
-Town of Srebrenica, UN safe area, falls to Serbs
-20,000 refugees flee Srebrenica, seek protection from UN element in nearby
Potacari
-Bosnian government calls for head ofUN mission in Bosnia to resign
WEDNESDAY 12JULY 1995
-Refugees at Potacari overrun by Serbs
-Refugee men between ages of 18-55 removed by Serbs
-Town ofZepa attacked again
-Senator Dole promises Bosnian government that Senate will vote on bill to end
arms embargo
FRIDAY 14 JULY 1995
-Serbs destroy humanitarian aid convoy destined for Sarajevo
MONDAY 17 JULY 1995
-Attacks on Zepa intensify, Serbs one kilometer from town
-Bosnian government threatens to end UN peacekeeping mandate ifUN continues
to avoid confront Serbs
TUESDAY 18 JULY 1995
-Reports of rape and executions of prisoners and refugees from Srebrenica
-French call for international reinforcement and protection for town of Gorazde
-Reported that 10 to 15 civilians killed daily in Sarajevo over past several days
THURSDAY 20 JULY 1995
-Serbs from Croatia aid Bosnian Serbs in new attacks on Bihac
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FRIDAY 21 JULY 1995
-Rocket attack on Sarajevo kills 4, wounds 7
-16 Nation conference held in London
SATURDAY 22 JULY 1995
-6 killed, 35 wounded in Sarajevo
-2 UN peace keepers killed while escorting convoy
-Islamic Conference calls for lifting of illegal arms embargo on Bosnia
SUNDAY 23 JULY 1995
-Zepa attacks intensify, town ready to fall
MONDAY 24 JULY 1995
-Numerous humanitarian groups worldwide call for action to stop war in Bosnia
-Starvation becoming serious problem in Bihac
-Jordan raises $6 million in humanitarian aid for Bosnia
-Jordan also says it will send troops to Bosnia ifneeded
TUESDAY 25 JULY 1995
-Zepa falls to Serb forces
FRIDAY 28 JULY 1995
-Croatian troops cross border into Bosnia
SUNDAY 30 JULY 1995
-Worldwide protests begin calling for action to halt Serb aggression
MONDAY 31 JULY 1995
-27 religious and human rights groups protest international community's inaction
in Bosnia
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TUESDAY 1 AUGUST 1995
-Worldwide protests and rallies continue
-U.S. Congress passes bill to end arms embargo
WEDNESDAY 2 AUGUST 1995
-Croatian forces attack town ofDrvar in western Bosnia
THURSDAY 3 AUGUST 1995
-Croatians capture two Serb held towns in southern Bosnia (Glamoc and
Grahovo)
FRIDAY 4 AUGUST 1995
-Croatian forces capture Serb held town ofKnin
-Serb refugees flee to Bosnia
TUESDAY 8 AUGUST 1995
-Croatians capture Serb held town of Krajina
-Serb refugees flee to Bosnia
WEDNESDAY 9 AUGUST 1995
-Serb refugees flee to Bosnia from Krajina
THURSDAY 10 AUGUST 1995
-Serbs open road to Bihac, allow travel into city
SATURDAY 12 AUGUST 1995
-Croatians prepare to attack in south Bosnia and town of Trebinje
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SUNDAY 13 AUGUST 1995
-Town of Tuzla shelled by Serb forces
TUESDAY 15 AUGUST 1995
-Bosnian forces attack Serbs north of Sarajevo, drive towards town of Donj
Vakuf
-Croatians block deployment ofUN Rapid Reaction Force
SUNDAY 20 AUGUST 1995
-Serbia forces Bosnia Serb refugees to return to Bosnia and fight
TUESDAY 22 AUGUST 1995
-6 killed, 38 wounded in Sarajevo
-Serbs attack UN peace keeping force
-Refugees from Tuzla attacked by Serbs
WEDNESDAY 23 AUGUST 1995
-UN pulls peace keepers out of Gorazde
-UN Committee for Elimination of Racial Discrimination calls for UN Security
Council to give Bosnia means to protect itself from Serbs
MONDAY 28 AUGUST 1995
-33 civilians killed in Sarajevo marketplace after Serb attack
-Proof of genocide perpetrated by Serb forces presented to UN
These daily summaries help demonstrate the functions that the NLP would need
to handle. The NLP would read and process the data input into the system in a fraction of
the time that it took me to perform the same function. The data is now in its second form,
parsed and ready for further processing.
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C. PROCESS
In this section I present three example sentences, taken from the actual texts in the
previous section, to conceptually illustrate system processes described in the DFD's in
Chapter IV.
The following texts represent input data to the system:
1
.
The Serbian rocket attack killed 4 civilians on 21 July near the
downtown market in Sarajevo.
2. The Bosnian government threatened to sever all ties with the UN ifthe UN
does not begin to confront Serb aggression.
3. Reports indicate that Croatian troops crossed the border and attacked
Serbian units located in Southwestern Bosnia on 28 July.
The text for sentence one was collected from a Reuters web page on the internet.
For illustrative purposes the data was retrieved from the web page by an intelligent agent
that was tasked to find this, and other similar, data (Processes 1.6 and 1.7). The collected
text is time and date stamped with the exact time it is input to the system (Processes 1 .3
and 1.4). The date/time stamp assigned by the system for this example is Monday 24
July, 1995 / 0130 Greenwich Mean Time(GMT). The data is also stamped with general
location data pre-defined by the user. In this case the area of interest is Bosnia so the
latitude and longitude for the country is attached.
The second sentence is from a magazine article. The article is digitized by a
scanner (Process 1 .2) and input directly to the system. The date and time that it is input is
attached to the article (Process 1.3) as well as location data for area of interest (Process
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1.4). For this sentence date/time of data entry was Wednesday 5 July, 1995 / 1205 GMT.
Location stamp is Bosnia area of interest.
The final sentence is simulated input from GCCS. It is input directly and
date/time stamped (Process 1.3) with Friday 28 July, 1995 / 2358 GMT. Area of interest
is again Bosnia so the appropriate location data is attached.
All of the input data is combined (Process 1.5) and stored in the system's first
data store Dl (Process 2) and later retrieved by the NLP for processing (Process 3). Dl is
a relational database that stores data based on date stamping. This supports system
queries for processing at a later time for events that were input on specific dates.
I will use the first sample sentence to conceptually illustrate the process of parsing
and assigning semantic meaning to the textual data. This illustration is representative of
how all text would be processed.
The first thing the NLP does is parse the sentence (Process 3.1). Parsing is a
grammatical and syntactical structure identification of the individual words in the text.
The parsing output for the example sentence above is presented below. The output,
displayed on the following page, is presented in a form that simulates output from the
ROBEE Natural Language Processor.
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S-l [s, major, decl]
NP-1 [ns, np, n3p, def]
DET [] THE [ns, npl, n3p, det, def]
ADJ[] SERBIAN [ns, n3p, adj]
ADJ[] ROCKET [ns, n3p, adj]
NOUN[] ATTACK [ns, noun, n3p]
AUX-1 [past, aux, vspl
VP-1 [vp, tnsless, past, vspl]
VERB[] KILLED [past, en, verb, vspl]
NP-2 [npl, np, n3p]
QP-1 [npl,qp]
QUANT [] 4 [npl, ngstart, quant]
NOUN [] CIVILIANS [npl, noun, n3p]
PP-1 [pp]
PREP [] ON [prep, timeabs, location]
NP-3 [ns, np, n3p]
NOUN [] 21 JULY [ns, noun, n3p, time2]
PP-2 [pp]
PREP [] NEAR [prep, location]
NP-4 [ns, np, n3p, def]
DET[] THE [ns, npl, n3p, det, def]
ADJ[] DOWNTOWN [ns, n3p, adj]
NOUN[] MARKET [ns, noun, n3p]
PP-3 [pp]
PREP[] IN [prep, location]
NP-5 [ns, np, n3p, def]
NOUN [] SARAJEVO [ns, noun, n3p]
The simulated output from a parser, shown above, depicts a general representation
of a linguistic processor that analyzes input text, sentence by sentence. The goal of a
parser is to reveal the syntactical structure of a sentence. The structure is reminiscent of
sentence diagram trees from grade school grammar class. The parser identifies the syntax
ofwords (how words are used) and the relationships between words.
In the example above the parser identified the noun phrases (labeled as NP-1
through NP-5), verb phrases (labeled VP-1), and prepositional phrases (labeled PP-1
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through PP-3). It also identified the relationships of words within these phrase (i.e.
adjectives, quantities, prepositions, nouns, and verbs).
Now that the sentence is parsed the NLP can assign the individual words to
Meaning Representation Slots (MRS) via a Slot Mapper [Ludlow88]. The Slot Mapper
takes the parsed sentence, determines a semantic meaning and assigns them to an







The parsed example sentence would fill MRS as follows:
THE [ns, npl, n3p, det, def]
[SERBIAN] [ns,n3p,adj]
[ROCKET] [ns,n3p,adj]
ATTACK [ns, noun, n3p]
KILLED [past, en, verb, vspl]
4 [npl, ngstart, quant]
CIVILIANS [npl, noun, n3p]
[on 21 July] [time_abs, ns, noun, n3p, time2]
[near the downtown market] [loctation-pp]
[in Sarajevo] [location-pp]
The assignment of parsed words to meaning representation slots reveals the












clear from the MRS which words represent actors acting on certain objects with certain
results at certain times and in certain locations.
The processed data is now in the form ofMeaning Representation Text. This text
is combined with similar processed data (Process 3.3). Combination of duplicate text or
text that reference the same things eliminates redundant data (data glut). It also puts like
text together, it synthesizes data and associates similar data (Process 3.4). Once data is
synthesized it is separated into broad categories relating to disturbances, resources, and
goals (Process 3.5). This is an even higher level of data synthesis. Similar data
describing the same specific event is combined in Process 3.4 and then combined with
other data fitting a general description of the text in Process 3.5 (attacks by enemies are
grouped together, diplomatic efforts are grouped together, etc.)
The synthesized MRS are then stored in the system's second data store, D2
(Process 4), as disturbances, resources, and goals until the data is needed. When the data
is required, either for generating maps (Process 5.2), timelines (Process 5.3), or reports
(Process 5.4), it is retrieved (Process 5.1) from the distributed database. The system uses
the now parsed and slotted example sentence for generation of a timeline and map display
to further illustrate the processes involved.
The event that occurred is found in the Actor, Object, Verbs slots. In sample
sentence one, the Actor, Adjective slots are filled with Attack, Serbian, Rocket so the
system matches that description to the pre-designated icon (Processes 5.3.1 and 5.3.2).
The Object, Verb was 4 Civilians Killed. This event is matched to its appropriate icon,
too (Processes 5.3.1 and 5.3.2). These functions can be quite complicated, requiring
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domain or real-world knowledge, but this illustrates the process. The next two processes,
involving time and location, are also difficult.
The time that the event occurred is identified as 21 July (Process 5.3.1). This
specific time poses no problem for plotting. If, however, the time was identified simply
as Friday, there would be difficulties. This illustrates one ofmany ambiguities that must
be resolved with the logic processors before the data can be displayed by the visualization
engine.
One manner of handling this specific problem is a quick reference to the date
stamp assigned to all input data. If the word Friday had the modifier Last and the system
date stamp was Monday, 24 July 1995 then the logic processors would deduce that the
Friday reference was to Friday, 21 July 1995. Other options include defaulting to the
date/time stamp as date/time of event occurrence (with an appropriate note that it is a
system assigned estimate and not actual date/time) (Process 5.3.3).
The problem with pinpointing the location for plotting is also difficult for this
example. Sarajevo is a name of a city that the system recognizes, but Downtown Market
is vague. Where exactly in Sarajevo was the market located? If the location was too
vague, then the process of a user providing a frame of reference to limit the area of
interest (Process 5.3.4), combined with cross referenced tables from D3, simplifies the
resolution of most vagueness or ambiguity. 2
2 The reader is encouraged to reference D.A. Pospelov's work, cited in the List of References, for a more
comprehensive discussion of pseudo-physical logics and associated problems of accurate representation.
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Sample sentence two is used to detail operation of processes involved in
generating a summary report requested by a decision-maker. A query for a summary
report on reactions of Bosnian government officials in July is requested by a customer
(Process 5.4.1). The DBMS managing D2 processes the query and retrieves data from
D2 (Process 5.4.2). The DBMS then transmits it to a NLP summarizing system which
formats data and outputs it in proper form for the customer (Process 5.4.3).
The final sample sentence is used to trace processes for plotting data on map
displays. Parsed data, from sentence three, stored in D2 is retrieved and examined
(Process 5.2.1). Although all slots are important, the main meaning slots of interest
include Actor and Location. These fields provide unit identification and geographic
data. An icon corresponding to unit identification is found and assigned to the data
(Process 5.2.2). Location data from the Location MRS is cross referenced with tables
from D3 (Process 5.2.3). D3 also provides appropriate digital maps for the area of
interest. The icon is then plotted on a digital map (Process 5.2.5) with associated
amplifying text and scope provided by the customer (Process 5.2.4).
This section summarized how a sample piece of textual data was input to the
system, stored, processed, and made ready for display. The next section details the output
displays and their associated benefits.
Taken by themselves, the events described by the data seem to be unrelated and
unmanageable. In short, the events perfectly illustrate the nature of the CAS. The daily
summaries, by themselves, do not present a fused, all source picture of what is occurring.
The displays will solve this problem.
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D. SYSTEM OUTPUTS (GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS)
Next, I simulated the operation of the visualization processors that take the data in
its second form, process it and display the data for the decision-maker and cognition
engines. The following graphics are examples of what these displayed outputs would
look like. I have also included some descriptions of the information that is now conveyed
by the graphics (easier pattern recognition, etc.)
The timeline displays allow the decision-maker to relate variables of different
values via time. These displays, viewed over some time period, aid in pattern detection
and assignment of relationships (what event actually influenced, or caused, another event
to occur).
These displays show civilian causalities in Sarajevo (both killed and wounded),
attacks on Sarajevo, attacks on UN protected cities and towns, UN responses to events,
diplomatic efforts, and world opinion. The displays result from the transformation of the
gathered data (in textual format outlined earlier) to pictures. This transformation of text-
to-pictures allows the decision-maker to analyze a great deal of data and integrate it in a
single glance.
The pictures are chosen to convey the essential information contained in the data.
For example, on the display for Safe Area Attacked, the size of the explosions are
relative to the intensity of the conflict as described in the input data (natural language
text). Large explosions equate to reports of heavier fighting. For the causalities a line
graph of the total cumulative injured is displayed. If the UN responded, then an icon (a
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dove in this case) is present. The diplomacy variable is displayed as a thumbs-up or
thumbs-down (good or bad) symbol. Other representations could include a face. The
size and expression of the face convey the general response [Chernoff73]. A large
smiling face connotes something positive while a large frowning face equates to
displeasure. In this case, thumbs-up or down, the size of the icon also represents the
intensity of the described event. An appearance of a larger icon represents a more vocal
sentiment or reaction. The world opinion section uses hand gestures, as well, to convey
information. All of these icons can be user defined to correspond to specific nouns, verbs
or events. Amplifying data is presented to clarify the graphics. For example, explosions
are accompanied by the name of the town attacked.
Figure 5.1, the sample Timeline Display, would be constructed in the following
manner by the system. The MRS of data retrieved from D2, the Parsed Data Store, are
examined. The slots corresponding to Actor, Verb, Object, Time, and Location are used
by a visualization processor that associates the words in the MRS with appropriate icons.
Following the example sentence from the previous section, the system associates the
Actor slot, which is filled with Attack, to a skull and crossbones icon. The time slot is
examined and found to contain 21 July, no conversion is necessary. The icon, and the
data found in Time, Verb, Object, and Location (which correspond to 21 July, Killed,
Civilians, 4, Sarajevo) are classified as Plot Data and are prepared for plotting. The
customer provides reference data to the system specifying a timeline display for events
for each day in the month of July. The visualization engine combines the requirements
and data and graphically outputs the event. Examination of day 21 in Figure 5.1 reveals
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that the system plotted a skull and crossbones icon in the Attacks on Sarajevo row with
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Figure 5.1 Timeline Display
Map creation follows a similar process which was described in detail in Chapter
IV. Figure 5.2, Map Display, illustrates how spatial data is displayed. Once again, MRS
are examined for data. In this case the slots of interest are Actor, Adjective, Verb, and
Location. These slots provide the visualization engines with enough data to associate
specific icons to actors described by adjectives. The icon is then plotted on a map
retrieved from the NIMA Map Data Store. The system cross-references the data in the
Location slot with geographic reference data provided by the customer or contained in
NIMA's geographic databases. This locates the proper point for plotting of the icon. The
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data in other meaning slots (Adjective, Actor, and Verb) are also used to create





Figure 5.2 Map Display
An examination of the two displays reveals a great deal of information. The rows
in Figure 5.1, Timeline Display, for Civilians Wounded and Killed In Sarajevo present a
running tally of numbers. The increasing numbers correspond to reported Attacks on
Sarajevo. The row for Safe Area Attacked displays the days that the towns were attacked
and the reported intensity of fighting (larger explosions equate to more intense fighting).
The UN. Response row shows when the U.N. governing body had some response to the
events displayed in the first four rows. The Diplomacy row displays the Bosnian
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government's responses to the events transpiring while the World Opinion row presents
the sentiments of the rest of the world.
The map displays troop movements and areas where combat was reported.
Supplemental narratives accompanying the icons clarify the specific event and actors.
Now it becomes obvious to the decision-maker that events were transpiring that
were forcing the system (peace keeping efforts in Bosnia) out of acceptable limits. The
timeline and map displays reveal the following information.
1. Continued attacks on Sarajevo were causing a great deal of civilian casualties.
The casualties increased at a higher pace with larger numbers of dead and
wounded coming in each subsequent attack.
2. Lack of U.N. response to Serbian aggression seemed to encourage stronger
attacks on supposedly U.N. protected safe areas.
3. The diplomatic response by the Bosnian government increased in displeasure
to the events transpiring. As the casualties mounted and the U.N. did little, the
Bosnian government threatened grave diplomatic action against the U.N. (ejection
of peace-keepers and revocation of the U.N. peace-keeping mandate).
4. World opinion, in the form of support for the Bosnian government and against
Serbian aggression and U.N. idleness, also continued to increase.
5. Troops from neighboring countries became involved as fighting intensified.
Some form of controlling action was imminent, but there was a definite problem
in how long it took for a decision to be made to take action (NATO air strikes). Was it
because no one realized that events were increasingly spiraling downward and out of
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control (a possibility if there was an inability to sort through and exploit the available
data) or some other more sinister or political reason? I hypothesize that it was the former.
They failed to realize how bad the problem actually was. Decision-makers were unable
to cognize the underlying problems of the situation in a timely manner. They utilized the
common mental models for decision theory and attempted to satisfice the problem based
on a limited understanding of the data. An incremental approach in decision making
prolonged the decision cycle. A cybernetic C4 system, as I have described in the
previous chapter and operating as described in this chapter, would have pointed to an out-
of-limit situation needing decisive action much earlier in the decision cycle.
This system supports the decision-maker by augmenting the decision-maker's
judgment and expertise in the following areas: [Bhargava96]
1. Data search and retrieval, interpretation, storage, and visualization;
2. Problem identification;
3. Creation and choice of alternative solutions.
The system, operating as described and supporting a decision-maker in the above





This thesis was an investigation into how the decision-making process could be
improved. Specifically, this work dealt with military command and control systems and
the feasibility of improvement with the application of cybernetics to these systems. A
conceptual design for a new Cybernetic Command and Control system was outlined and
its operation illustrated.
I discussed the changing nature of threats to U.S. security and the resultant need
for improved C4 systems as background material in Chapter I.
Chapter II contained background information on the fundamental concepts of C4
systems and general descriptions of existing C4 systems and their functional purposes. I
also discussed the future of C4 systems and the need to change the paradigm of these
systems from one of operating to support conflict resolution to one of supporting conflict
deterrence. Background on Artificial Intelligence was introduced in this chapter as was
Cybernetic Theory. My reason for choosing cybernetic models to improve the C2
process (aids in increased understanding of complex adaptive systems through
accumulation and analysis of empirical data) concluded this chapter.
I presented a conceptual design for a Cybernetic C2 system, a basic concept of
operations, and a brief illustration of that concept in Chapter IE. I detailed the system
design by analyzing the system requirements with DFD's and explained the processes
involved in making the system function in Chapter IV.
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Finally, Chapter V presented a description of system implementation. I achieved
this by simulating, by hand, the functions of the system. Sample inputs, processing, and
output displays were presented.
B. RE-ADDRESS THESIS QUESTIONS
I will summarize the findings by re-addressing my research questions posed in
Chapter I.
1. Main Questions
How can cybernetics be used for command and control? What are the
advantages and disadvantages ofusing cybernetics? The goal of command and control
is recognizing what must be done and seeing to it that necessary steps are taken to
achieve that goal. Cybernetics, as explained in Chapter II, offers decision-makers the
chance to increase control of a system. It does this by: 1) Helping decision-makers
identify, in complex adaptive systems, determining and controlling factors, or variables;
2) Cybernetics offers a continuous view of a system's state over time and the variables
(and their relationships) affecting that state; 3) Cybernetics encourages rapid monitoring
of actions and feedback, through information, to help a decision-maker re-orient, decide,
and act quicker. Cybernetic processes, however, are hampered by their need to
accumulate and analyze tremendous amounts of data. Cybernetics utilizes empirical
processes to analyze the observed system and therefore is reliant on high speed,
computationally intense processors.
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What are the hardware, software, and data requirements for establishing a
Cybernetic Information System? The design and requirements for the system was
presented in Chapters HI and IV. The hardware for the system design includes various
input and output devices for entering and displaying data, a memory for storage of
historical data, and to facilitate machine learning/pattern recognition, and AI processors.
The associated software to operate these devices, as well as the devices themselves, can
be realized. The data required for system operation was detailed in the Data Flow
Diagrams in Chapter IV.
2. Secondary Questions
What data will be requiredfor system operation? Chapters III and IV outline
required data and the data flow through the system. Data on system disturbances,
available resources, and goals of the decision-maker are required for system operation.
These constitute all the variables present in a system. This data can take many forms and
can be found in many sources. Data is also required for the visualization engines in the
form of maps and tables listing place names and corresponding latitudes and longitudes.
The customer must also provide amplifying reference data to help resolve ambiguities
and scope problems. The system will operate better with more data provided in these
three areas since cybernetics employs empirical modeling techniques (analysis of large
sets of possibilities over time). The more data that is available often results in better
solutions.
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Data in some form of commonsense knowledge module with background data,
reasoning and logic rules is also required, as briefly discussed in Chapter V.
What is the best representation for providing the required data for analysts
'
interpretation? Pattern recognition by humans is conducted more easily for data
presented visually vice textually. Visual displays (maps and timelines), shown in Chapter
V, provide enormous amounts of information that can be processed and assimilated by
the human brain very rapidly.
How can a system enhance control of a situation? How can the system aid
analysts in recognizing bifurcation points and what benefit would early recognition
provide? As discussed in Chapter III and V, the system would enhance control by
improving the decision-makers ability to recognize patterns and relationships existing
among system variables. This recognition allows the decision-maker to understand the
situation quicker and better. When recognition of out of limit events and patterns occur
the decision-maker's OODA loop is shortened. The decision making process is now
executed faster and with greater confidence. This increased speed in recognizing a need
for action and deciding on a course of action is what makes a decision-maker's
understanding better.
What impact will the system have on current capabilities for command and
control efforts? This system, as envisioned, would not replace current C4 systems and
C2 efforts, but instead would support and complement the overall command and control
process. It will fill the need for a system that supports possible conflict identification and
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deterrence. Chapter III discusses how it will provide an opportunity for decision-makers
to shorten their OODA loop and better control a situation.
Can a cybernetic system allow one to predict, forecast and recommend courses
of action? This question can not be answered definitively, but Chapters II and V offer
some insight. Success in these endeavors depends on what is being forecast and on the
level of technology implemented in the system. Since the system is designed to deal with
complex adaptive systems, the prediction confidence may be low. A CAS' ability, and
penchant, for continuous change hinders the prediction effort. The CAS constantly
monitors itself and makes changes to facilitate survival. At the same time, though, the
employment of continuous monitoring, or feedback, through cybernetic modeling
techniques helps the decision-maker recognize and react quicker to these adaptations.
Although improvements in prediction and forecasting may be marginal, a great increase
in added control can be realized through the cybernetic process.
How can pattern recognition capabilities of analysts be improved beyond
current capabilities? How can existing technology be integrated and used in the
system? By providing the analyst with advanced pattern recognition processors and
software and training them to use them correctly. Some technology exists as COTS and
can be used today while others require more research and development. Augmenting the
human analyst's brain with an AI device will allow searches over larger sets of
possibilities.
How can the system focus the analysts' time, currently spent on the minutiae of
reading and plotting data, to allow more time for pattern recognition, prediction and
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steering recommendations? Chapters IV and V suggest that using Natural Language
Processors and Interfaces will dramatically reduce the human effort spent on reading
reports, searching for relevant material, and inputting data. Visualization engines that
present data for rapid assimilation and pattern recognition by an analyst will help.
Automation of these functions allow analysts to spend more of their time studying the
relevant data and trying to synthesize and comprehend.
C. RECOMMENDED AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY
More work is necessary on developing many of the tools and technology required
for this system to be realized. Specifically, work on the processors is required. There are
some Natural Language and Visualization Processors available but overall they exist at
rudimentary levels. Also required are processors that can semantically interpret
processed text and assign meaning in a domain independent fashion. These processors
are probably the most advanced components required
A study on how this system could be integrated into the existing C4I architecture
would also be beneficial. One could analyze the value added nature of this system and
cost benefit tradeoffs for investing in deterrence efforts.
Work on searching for data in more efficient means (e.g. using intelligent agents,
data pull vice push technologies, etc.) is also recommended. Getting the right data for
analysis at the beginning of the cycle would eliminate wasted time processing and
synthesizing irrelevant data later.
82
Finally, investigation into the possibility of integrating a simulation of an
opponents perceived OODA loop, and how an opponent is attempting to increase their
own control effort, is recommended. If the system could be modified to act as an
opponent, using the same input data (but viewed through an opponent's eyes with
resources now classified as disturbances and vice versa), then knowledge of possible
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